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LED Generation

LED Generation
Performance, Efficiancy, Dynamics

LED technology has revolutionized outdoor lighting in the past years. A significantly high-
er lifetime and significantly lower maintenance costs make LEDs more economic and 
more sustainable compared to traditional incadescent lamps. 

The key however is to use these advantages in intelligent ways. Schreder LED technol-
ogy solves the main issues of LEDs such as heat development and efficiant light distri-
bution. Schreder has installed thousands of LED lamps all around the world - and there 
are more to come every day.

But LEDs are not only interesting for economic reasons. The possibilities in dimming 
and coloured light open up possibilities for the design of urban spaces in unimagineable 
ways. 

Noortek and Schreder give access to this new technology and its benefits - with inter-
national Know-how and made in Saudi Arabia. 
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CHARACTERISTICS – LUMINAIRES
Optical compartment tightness level:  IP 66 LEDSafe® (*)
Control gear tightness level:   IP 66 (*)
Impact resistance (glass):   IK 08 (**)
Nominal flux Teceo 1  2,200-9,000 lm (***)  
  Teceo 2  10,000-27,200 lm (***)
Correlated color temperature                4100 K
Lifetime residual flux     L90 @ 60,000 hours (****) 
    L70 @ 100,000 hours (****)
Aerodynamic resistance (CxS):  Teceo 1  0.011m²   
  Teceo 2  0.014m²
Electrical class:  I or II (*)
Weight (total):  Teceo 1  9.6kg   
  Teceo 2  17.5kg
Installation height:  Teceo 1  4 – 8m   
  Teceo 2 6 – 12m

(*)  According to IEC - EN 60598
(**)  According to IEC - EN 62262
(***)  Nominal flux depends on the type of LED used and is likely to change in 

accordance with the continous and rapid developments in LED tecnology. 
To follow the progress of the luminous efficacy of  the LEDs used, please visit 
our website. The real flux output of the luminaire depends on inviromental 
conditions (e.g. temprature and pollution) and the optical efficiency of the 
luminaire.

(****) The lifetime residual flux depends on the driving current and configration of 
the luminaire.

KEY ADVANTAGES
• Designed to withstand a wide ambient tempretaure ranges: Ta from -20°C 

to 50°C.
• Maximised savings in energy and maintenance costs
• Right lighting through LensoFlex2® offering high performance photometry, 

comfort and safety
• LED engines with flexible combinations of LED modules
• FutureProof: photometric engine and electronic assembly is easy to replace 

on-site
• LEDSafe® (option) and ThermiX®: maintains  performance over time
• Durable and recyclable materials
• Surge protection 10kV
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MAXIMUM ENERGY SAVINGS
A minimal total cost of ownership was the driving force behind the development of the Teceo 
range. It is equipped with LEDs and various dimming and remote management options for 
a dramatic reduction in energy consumption. It offers a very competitive alternative to lumi-
naires equipped with traditional light sources such as high-pressure sodium lamps.

LENSOFLEX2®
Teceo luminaires are equipped with second generation LensoFlex2® photometric engines 
that have been specifically developed for lighting spaces where the well-being and safety of 
people. This system is based upon the addition principle of photometric distribution. Each 
LED is associated with a specific lens that generates the complete photometric distribution of 
the luminaire. It is the number of LEDs in combination with the driving current that determines 
the intensity level of the light distribution.

THERMIX®
Thermal management of LEDs is a crucial aspect in terms of the luminaire‘s reliability. Cont-
rolling lost heat is essential for ensuring the LED lasts a long time by maximising effectiveness 
and preserving luminous flux over time.
Schréder has developed a concept - ThermiX® - which is based on optimising several para-
meters in the thermal management of LEDs:
• thermal compartmentalisation between the LED and electronic control gear
• direct wiring: lost heat takes the shortest route between the source and outside
• the optimised design of the heat exchange surface with the outside
• the printed circuits on which the LEDs are fixed and connected (PCBs) are fitted with a 

temperature sensor that avoids any accidental overheating

LEDSAFE® - EFFECTIVE PROTECTION TO LAST LONGER  
LEDSafe® is the progression of Sealsafe® system and completely seals the photometric 
engine. This concept ensures lighting performance is maintained by avoiding dust and water 
from getting into the optical compartment.

PERFORMANCE AND FLEXIBILITY
The Teceo luminaires are equipped with photometric engines composed of modular quanti-
ties of LEDs so that they can offer a wide range of lumen packages.  This flexibility ensures 
that the light distributions are specifically adapted to the real needs of the area to be lit.

FUTUREPROOF
Using state-of-the-art technology, Teceo luminaires have been designed to fulfil the Future-
Proof concept. The photometric engine is IP 66 sealed to protect the LEDs and lenses from 
coming into contact with the outside environment and so maintain photometric performance 
over time. The optical unit can be easily removed, allowing real on-site replacement at the 
end of its service life in order to take advantage of future technological developments. This 
easy and rapid procedure reduces maintenance costs and contributes to reducing the total 
cost of ownership.
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Case Studies

- Optic LensoFlex2® “Narrow road” 5098
- For S classification according to CIE 115

- Optic LensoFlex2® “Urban road” 5068
- For M3 classification according to CIE 115
- SR > 50% included

- Optic LensoFlex2® “Residential street” 5103
- For M4 classification according to CIE 115
- SR > 50% included

- Optic LensoFlex2® “Motorway” 5102
- For M3 classification according to CIE 115

TECEO 1 , TECEO 2
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Side-entry or 
vertical mount-
ing

FutureProof photometric engine, 
easily removed and replaced on-site 
to take advantage of future techno-
logical developments (photo shows 
LEDSafe® variant)

LensoFlex2®: 
a photometric engine specifically 
dedicated to offering photometric 
flexibility and
performance. 
LEDs in neutral white 4100K (warm 
white and cool white are optional) 
equipped with Schréder developed 
lenses

Modular LED engines for 
a precise light distribution 
according to the specific 
needs of the site to be lit

Sustainable and recyclable 
materials:  aluminium and 
extra-clear flat glass protector

Universal mounting 
piece

Inclination adjust-
ment system on-site

ThermiX®:
large surface area 
for best possible 
heat extraction

IP 66 electronic 
compartment

Galvanised steel prop keeping the cover wide 
open to facilitate maintenance operations

Electrical disconnector 
(immediate, automatic 
disconnection of the 
power supply)

IP 66 optical compart-
ment sealed by an  
extra-clear glass pro-
tector for an optimal  
luminous flux

Surge 
protection 
up to 10kV

Direct access to gear and 
electronic compartment
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Dimensions

Mounting
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Head office

Malaz - Salahidin Road   
P.O Box 1246 Riyadh 11431

Tel : +966 11 477 77 00
Fax: +966 11 478 94 69

Western Region Office

Tahliya Street 
P.O Box 20798 Jeddah 21465
 
Tel : +966 12 6650888
Fax: +966 12 6633413

Eastern Region Office

King Abdulaziz Street
P.O Box 8492 Dammam 31482

Tel : +966 13 8336509
Fax: +966 13 8329065

www.noortek.com

ContactUs@noortek.com


